Live Training
nJAMS
User

The Integration Matters training approach means that we tailor learning to suit the specific needs of your business
and organization. Our live trainings and workshops provide an efficient way to deliver in-depth knowledge to
specific roles within your IT team.
nJAMS User – Getting Started
nJAMS Getting Started has been developed for new users who are looking for practical, hands-on experience to
help them hit the ground running with nJAMS. Attendees learn how to navigate nJAMS efficiently, personalize
dashboards, create reports, manage alerts and how to search for processes and incidents.
The training provides a detailed explanation of how nJAMS is best used in your specific environment. It is a quick
way to get started and meet your business needs. Through hands-on training, different examples and scenarios,
attendees will learn how to leverage nJAMS’ powerful interface to identify issues and solve problems.
Attendees will be able to start quickly working with nJAMS and benefit from increased visibility of each and every
step of automated enterprise processes.
Topics Covered


Get started with nJAMS

Live Training



The nJAMS graphical user interface



Basic and advanced search capabilities



How to configure extracts in nJAMS

Duration:
Location:
Audience:
Language:



How to trace messages end to end



How to create a report in nJAMS based on existing templates



How to configure monitoring rules

1 day
Onsite or Hattingen (Germany)
nJAMS Users
English or German

Pre-requisites:
Basic understanding of the applications being
monitored by nJAMS

Contact us to learn more about our nJAMS training program or connect with us on LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook.
Integration Matters is a software company that provides expertise, tools and solutions to monitor business-critical processes, based on a wide
variety of integration platforms. Integration Matters empowers enterprises worldwide to achieve better business outcomes faster.
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